Economics Prerequisites

ECO 304K Intro to Microeconomics
Grade Required: C-

ECO 304L Intro to Macroeconomics
Grade Required: C-

ECO 329 Economic Statistics
Grade Required: C
Must be taken in residence

ECO 420K Micro Theory
Grade Required: C-
Must be taken in residence
Restricted to Economics Majors

ECO 420L Macro Theory
Grade Required: C-

ECO 441K Econometrics
Grade Required: C-
Must be taken in residence
Restricted to Economics Majors

Upper-division Economics Elective
Grade Required: C-
Prerequisites vary, typically ECO 304K or ECO 304L.
May be taken any semester you meet the prerequisite.
Flags vary. Writing Flags are restricted to Economics Majors.

Economics Elective with prerequisite of ECO 420K
Grade Required: C-
Some topics might have additional prerequisites.
Flags vary. Writing Flags are restricted to Economics Majors.

Economics Elective with prerequisite of ECO 420K
Grade Required: C-
Some topics might have additional prerequisites.
Flags vary. Writing Flags are restricted to Economics Majors.

Departmental Policies
Prerequisites (indicated with symbol) are strictly enforced.
No more than three economics courses may be taken per semester.
Economics majors must have a 2.0 overall and economics GPA to graduate.